INVOICE: 296895  DATE: 03/16/2001  INSTRUCTOR: Nazir
COURSE: PRIVATE PILOT CERTIFICATION (ASE)
FLIGHT LESSONS WORKED ON: GRD6
STUDENT ID: 19041  FIRST: ZHCARIAS  LAST: MOUSSAOUI
AIRCRAFT: GROUND  TYPE:  HORSE POWER:  DUAL: SOLO:
AIRCRAFT RATE: 0.00  DUAL RATE: 0.00  TIME OUT: 0.0  TIME IN: 0.0
TOTAL TIME: 0.0  GROUND TIME: 3.0  PREPOST: 0.0  CHECK RIDE FEE: 0.00
AIRCRAFT COST: 0.00  GROUND COST: 63.00  PREPOST COST: 0.00
DUAL COST: 0.00  OTHER: 0.00  DISCOUNT: 0.00  TOTAL INVOICE: 63.00

TOTAL DUAL SOLO PIC X/C DUAL X/CSOLO NIGHT CPLEX INST SIM
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MULTI: 0.0  GROUND: 3.0  PRE POST: 0.0

LESSONS COMPLETED

I CERTIFY THAT ALL TIMES ARE CORRECT ON THIS INVOICE

ZHCARIAS MOUSSAOUI
I CERTIFY THAT ALL TIMES ARE CORRECT ON THIS INVOICE

Nazir